Wipro offerings for
retirement and
recordkeeping services
Retirement Services the new
growth horizon

The Defined Contribution & Recordkeeping and
retirement services have been traditionally low
margin businesses. However, the industry is now
transforming to embrace ‘scalable sophistication’
to ensure growth and sustenance. With deep
digital capabilities and strong business process
knowledge, Wipro is the right technology
partner for retirement services & DCRK services
providing organizations

Optimize IT and operations
for DCRK business to
sustain in the present and
transform with scalable
sophistication for the future

Key takeaways
Automation centered IT service
delivery using Wipro HOLMES™ to
reduce operational cost

Process and technology
modernization for record keeping
and plan rules management

Cloud focused scalable solutions with
outcome driven engagement model

Key benefits

Improved customer experience
leveraging Wipro’s innovation
ecosystem and unique
crowdsourcing platform, Topcoder

Up to 35% reduction in TCO to address
concerns around fees compression across
the industry

Business process optimization and efficient
services leading to 80% reduction in process
turnaround time and 40 % reduction in
major incidents

Automation and digitalization to improve
compliance and customer experience leading
to cycle time reduction and future readiness

Features

Right sourced
delivery model
with effective
use of onshore
and offshore
mix to leverage
cost benefits

Full-service
partnership for
DCRK and
Retirement
solution with
experience of
serving more
than 90 clients
supporting over 10
mn participants
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Efficient business
process services
backed by strong
automation
capabilities using
Wipro’s proprietary
solutions like
HOLMES™

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the power
of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its

Cloud focused
approach
aligned to an
opex delivery
model along with
flexible and
scalable solution
to address
consolidations
and acquisition

comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we have
over 175,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across
six continents. Together, we
discover ideas and connect
the dots to build a better and a
bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com

